
The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this/these station(s) for the quarter specified.  This listing is by no 
means complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear intended to imply any degree of priority or significance of these issues.

Quarterly Issues/Programs List for Station(s)   KJHP-LP Channel 22/24  KVCR Digital 24.3 ___x___ 1st    _____ 2nd   ______ 3rd  ______4th Quarter of (year) 2020

ISSUE DESCRIPTION: PROGRAM SEGMENT: DATE/TIME: DURATION: DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT:

1.  State of Community Colleges Inside California Education January 6 at 6:00pm 30 minutes Looks at the challenges and 
opportunities facing California’s 
community colleges.

2.  Financial issues during Covid Consuelo Mack Wealthrack January 15 at 5:00pm 30 minutes Personal finance guru Christine
Benz discusses rethinking post-
pandemic financial plans.

3.  Social Media responsibility GZero World with Ian Bremer January 22 at 10:30pm 30 minutes Kara Swisher talks about Big Tech's 
untenable role in our political 
discourse and how to fix it.

4.  California’s Wildfires California’s Watershed January 28 at 7:30pm 30 minutes How climate change and 
specifically drought is causing 
dangerous fires that are threatening 
lives, and how the conditions are 
impacting national security.

5.  Racism  Seat at the Table February 4 at 11:00pm 30 minutes Dr. Adria Welcher explores how 
being "colorblind" is actually 
counterproductive. We can't 
address racism by pretending it 
doesn't exist.

6.  Illegal Dumping Curiosity Quest Goes Green February 11 at 2:00pm 30 minutes Joel learns the steps being taken to 
prevent illegal dumping in 
California's Antelope Valley.

7.  Medicare Plan Stronger TV February 18 at 5:00pm 30 minutes Joanne Giardini-Russell discusses 
financial planning to avoid costly 
Medicare mistakes.



8.  Minimum Wage Waging Change February 24 at 8:00pm 1 hour Shines a spotlight on the 
challenges faced by restaurant 
workers trying to feed themselves 
and their families off tips and the 
growing movement to end the 
tipped minimum wage, which is still 
$2.13 in many states.

9.  Trauma / Grief  Overcoming Anxiety, Depression March 1 at 5:00pm 2 hours Dr. Daniel Amen discusses ways to 
help you feel happier and more in 
control of your own emotions.

10.  Personal Energy / Stamina Energy Paradox with Steven Gundry  March 10 at 5:00pm 1 ½ hours Dr. Steven Gundry discusses 
exhaustion and shares steps we 
can take to reclaim our youthful 
energy.

11. End of Life Death is but a Dream  March 18 at 7:00pm   1 hour Establishes why dying is relevant, 
what the dying process really 
entails, and why dying has been 
misunderstood for so long.

12.  Political corruption Unrepresented March 21 at 10:00pm 30 minutes Explores how special interests 
bankroll political campaigns and 
relentlessly lobby to rig the system 
in their favor, all while following the 
letter of the law. 


